Invasion of the Bee Girls: Horror VHS screening

Join us for our third installment of the Zombies, Maniacs, and Monsters movie series on November 17 at 8:00pm in Bass Library LO1, with a screening of the 1973 exploitation-science fiction film, "Invasion of the Bee Girls". This B-movie is known for flipping the gender norms of the genre, with powerful women stalking and seducing men for their own nefarious purposes. Come see how a State Department special agent and a librarian grapple with a hive of genetically altered women-insects in this campy thriller on a VHS from Yale University Library's Horror and Exploitation movie collection.

Please register since only sixty seats are available. If you have any questions, please contact David Gary, Kaplanoff Librarian for American History at david.gary@yale.edu [1].
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